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CUTTING EDGE 

Arthur Collyer’s Tools 

You may recall that Arthur left his DeWalt bandsaw to the club.  It is too large to be retained in our store 
so the only sensible thing (unless you know otherwise) is to sell it. If interested, please contact Maggie (i.e. 
if she is not off galavanting with her old crock (and her MG)). 

Freda also has a few more items that she would like to clear.  If you are willing to make a donation to the 
hospice that looked after Arthur, you may be interested in the following: 

Electa Bekum Dust Extractor  -:- Hagner Fret saw  

Tormek SVH 320 grinding jig -:- Rexon belt sander  

Wolfcraft Router table with Perles 808E Router  

There is also a number of books and some timber  

Freda’s number is 01323 845131 and she lives in Hailsham. 

Right on  
the Mark 

Last month Mark Sanger gave an excellent demonstration with 
the emphasis being on hollow forms.   
There were lots of new ideas including the concept of buffing a 
piece before applying a sealant and finish.  The difference was 
quite noticeable (items required—details overleaf). 
Another novel idea was the use of a bent coat-hanger covered in 
duct tape and bent into a form that, with velcro added, could 
sand the inside of a hollow form.  Ideal for that awkward area  
inside the rim.  Lots of useful tips, an interesting demonstration. 
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Date of next Meeting: 

Sunday 24th June 

Mick Hanbury 

Demonstration 

 

For Sale: 
A new copy of Keith Rowley’s ‘Foundation Course’ - The turner’s bible.  £10 - contact Mike Cotton 

Members’ Work 

Mark Sanger recommended two companies from which he gets his supplies.  The first is thepolishingshop.co.uk 

from which he gets his buffing equipment and Cookson Gold from which he gets his jewellery embellishments. 
You will find below a selection of items found on their websites that may be of interest.  Be kind to the Briggasaurus 

and order any items for him that he needs, it’s not his fault that he is still stuck with the abacus.   

£3 for a 6” grinding wheel, a bargain! 

An 8” x 1.1/2” mop will be around £8. 

Mark says uses ‘G’ Quality 
How about a ‘ring of silver’ around 

a bowl? This 1mm chain will set 
you back all of £4.14p 

Various beads available  

from 25p.  This blue 
bead with gold foil is 
yours for 0.90p. Would 
it not look very nice as 

part of a finial? 

Hallmarked silver beads 

such as these two would eat 
into your pocket money to 
the tune of around £2 each. 


